
The parent <--> nest communica�on*:
● Update** nest halo (4) from parent compute domain (1)
● Advance simula�on in �me. Parents and nests run 

simultaneously on different sets of processors.
● Update** parent compute domain (1) from nest data (3)

(Twoway update)
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● Running global models using uniform grids fine enough to 
fully resolve small scale features to accurately capture 
special weather events is s�ll computa�onally expensive 
and some�mes imprac�cal even with  today’s 
supercomputers. 

● Grid nes�ng adds a refined grid over an area of interest to 
be�er resolve small scale flow features necessary to 
accurately predict special weather events such as severe 
storms and hurricanes.

● We present a new capability in GFDL’s dynamical core FV3 
that allows mul�ple and telescoping grid nes�ng. The 
following simula�ons were performed using GFDL’s 
atmospheric model SHiELD which uses FV3 as its dynamical 
core.

High Resolu�on Nes�ng

Conclusion
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Case Description Resoluti
on

# of cores Memory 
output files 

(GB)

Three days 
simulation 

time (s)

C48
Global uniform resolution:

One grid: six tiles (48x48 per tile) 200km 6x6x6=216 0.04 84

C768
Global uniform resolution:

One grid: six tiles (768x768 per tile) 13km 30x30x6=5400 16 975

C48
+

Four
Nests

Global uniform resolution:
Grid1: six tiles (48x48 per tile)

Nests:
Grid2: one tile (145x145 Level1)
Grid3: one tile (89x117 Level1)
Grid4: one tile (69x81 Level1)

Grid5: one tile (317x337 Level2)

200km

50km
50km
50km

12.5km

6x6x6=216

12x12=144
8x10=80
6x7=42

30x30=900
Total=1382

0.5 415

● Grid nes�ng has been shown to locally capture fine scale 
flow structures which are necessary to improve the 
accuracy of weather forecast models.

● Mul�ple same level and telescoping nes�ng in GFDL’s FV3 is 
a very flexible framework allowing very high grid resolu�on 
over areas of interest to capture several and independent 
weather events around the globe.

● The mul�ple nes�ng algorithm yielding high resolu�on 
results over an area of interest is computa�onally cheaper 
than a global run of the same required resolu�on.

● Performance op�miza�on and efficient code execu�on are 
case specific and poten�al algorithm improvements are 
ma�er of future inves�ga�on.

850mb vorticity of a SHiELD simulation of hurricane Laura’s landfall of late August 2020 of a C48 global 
resolution and multiple same level and telescoping nests capturing various separate weather events. 

(L) Overlap region of the nest (rf=2) 
      and its parent grid. 
(R) Compute and halo domains 
     of the parent and nested grids.  

Nested grid layout of the C48 global grid with three nests at the 
first level and one telescoping nest focused on hurricane Laura 
(number of cells in the depicted grids is reduced by a factor of four). 

(L) High resolution snapshot of the velocity field magnitude of 
     Hurricane Laura just before landfall taken from a telescoping 
     setup (13-4.3-1.4km)  (R) Satellite image.   

Time spent on the grids initializations, 
main loop (which consists of all grid 
comms and timestepping) and termination.

Check out GFDL’s 
SHiELD real-time
forecasts!

*Updates are performed level per level. No communica�on is 
performed among same level nests.
**Communica�on strictly occurs 
between a nest and its corresponding 
parent grid.
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Results

Code Timing and Performance

Time spent on the nest BC and 
fine to coarse twoway updates 
relative to the main loop time. 
Basically, this is the overall time 
spent on grid/grid communication.   
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